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College suspends rugby indefinitely due to concussions
EMILY BIRNBAUM | NEWS EDITOR

The College suspended the men’s and women’s
rugby teams indefinitely on Oct. 6 due to concerns
about the teams’ high rates of injury and noncompliance with risk management procedures recommended by the College’s insurer.
The teams’ operations will halt while the College
embarks on a review process of the program. The
six College administrators involved hope to address
the number of concussions incurred by rugby players, which they say is disproportionate compared to
other high-risk varsity sports.
“This fall, the rugby teams have already experienced nine concussions,” Vice President for Student Affairs Meredith Bonham ’92 said. “For comparison’s sake, I think it’s important to then put that
against the number of concussions for all varsity
sports combined to date, which is five.”
The men’s and women’s rugby teams declined
to comment after multiple requests and an emailed
list of questions to the presidents of each team. “The
rugby teams do not want any affiliation with this article,” president of the women’s rugby team Caroline
Doherty ’18 wrote in an Oct. 9 email to the Collegian.
The administrators involved also made the decision due to concerns about the Col- page 2
BILL GARDNER

NFL protest
String of bike thefts leads to
reaches Divi- email chains and frustration
sion III sports
TOMMY JOHNSON
NEWS ASSISTANT

NOAH NASH
NEWS EDITOR

ANNA LIBERTIN | COLLEGIAN

In the 2016 National Football League (NFL)
preseason, then-San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kaepernick prompted a nationwide
discussion when he chose to sit on the bench
during a pre-game playing of the national anthem in order to protest police brutality.
Since Kaepernick’s initial decision to sit,
and later to kneel, during the national anthem,
the issue has inspired other athletes to take part
in similar forms of protest. President Donald
Trump has been openly critical of this trend.
He said on Sept. 22 that NFL team owners
should fire any players who kneel during the
anthem. These protests have trickled down to
Division III (D-III) athletics, although at this
point, no students at Kenyon have decided to
kneel during the national anthem.
Some Kenyon sports teams simply do not
have the opportunity to do so. For example, the
national anthem plays before the Lords football
team runs onto the field, compared to the volleyball team, who are on the court for the anthem every match. Head Football Coach Chris
Monfiletto declined to comment regarding
the protests.
Although Kenyon student- page 2

Mary Liz Brady’s ’18 bike was stolen from the bike rack in front of Wiggin
Street Coffee sometime between late Saturday night and Sunday morning. At 2:27
p.m. on Sunday, she sent out an email to
the student body asking for help locating
it.
Her email was one of several sent out
this past week by people whose bikes have
been stolen. Despite the increased publicity of bike thefts, Director of Campus Safety
Bob Hooper said the number of reported
thefts has been steady this year compared
to previous years. So far, 13 thefts have
been reported and seven bikes have been
found.
Brady found her email to be effective;
many people responded by suggesting that
she look at the Kenyon Athletic Center or
the New Apartments. She also approached
Campus Safety and filed a report. She described the officer on duty that night as
very helpful.
Sean Deryck ’18, student manager of
K-Bikes, mentioned that he had heard reactions to the onslaught of emails about
missing items — Brady’s followed emails
concerning another missing bike, missing headphones, a missing pair of glasses

and the painting stolen from Bemis Music
Room. Brady said that it is not the emails
themselves that annoy and inundate students but the “reply all” feature. She was
referencing the three reply-alls to an email
with the subject line “Lost headphones”
from Oct. 11 and another titled “stolen
bike” on Oct. 10 that garnered seven replies.
Luckily for Brady, she received an apology over email from the perpetrator, who
claimed to have stolen the bike because
their roommate was in trouble. The thief
dropped the bike off in front of Peirce Dining Hall before 10 a.m. the day after the
email was sent.
Though bike thefts have not increased,
Deryck has noticed an increase in public
outcry over bike thefts this semester. He
said that K-Bikes, also known as the Bike
Barn or Bike Co-op, is considering sending
a weekly email blast to formalize a way of
communicating missing bikes to the community. He often gets emails from students
to alert him that they have lost their bikes.
“People are getting relaxed about locking stuff,” Deryck said, suggesting this
happens more frequently as the temperature starts to drop since students are less
willing to take the time to lock it. “I would
advise people to lock their bikes through
the frame to a fixed object to page 2
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Village Record
Oct. 9 - Oct. 18

Oct. 12, 12:47 a.m. — Graffiti was found on a retaining wall on South Campus.
Oct. 15, 1:00 a.m. — An underage student was found intoxicated on Central Campus and was transported
to Knox County Hospital.

National protests come to NCAC
Continued from Page 1

athletes have not knelt or protested during the anthem, their North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC)
peers have participated. Several
members of the Oberlin Yeowomen
knelt during the national anthem
prior to the Ladies volleyball team’s
senior night on Oct. 6.
On Oct. 12, first-year quarterback Gyree Durante was dismissed
from the Albright College football
team for his decision to take a knee
during the national anthem prior
to a game. Like Kenyon, Albright
College is a D-III private liberal arts
school in Pennsylvania with about
1,700 students. The players were told
prior to the game that there would
be consequences for those who knelt
during the anthem, according to a
statement from an Albright College
spokeswoman. Durante chose to
kneel anyway.

In an interview with the Collegian, Durante shared his thoughts
on his kneeling during the anthem.
“The protest is about getting a discussion going and making people
see what is wrong,” Durante said.
“I do not encourage anyone to do
anything they do not believe in, but
if you wish to, then I salute one for
standing their ground and using
their rights as a citizen.”
Jules Desroches ’18, a defensive
lineman on the Kenyon football
team, thinks the protests are a good
idea regardless of the level of athletics where they are performed. “To
the extent that the protests are bringing attention to a divisive issue, the
positive part is that the acts of protest
forces us to question things,” Desroches said. “The fact that it comes
up and we’re even talking about it is
a sign that the protests are working.”
Desroches said while he has had
plenty of conversations with other

athletes about the protests, the football team as a whole has not talked
about the issue.
Director of Athletics Peter Smith
said that the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) and
the NCAC have no established policies at this time on what to do if a
student-athlete decided to protest an
athletic event.
“We would hope that a student
wanting to demonstrate by kneeling
during the anthem would inform
their coach ahead of time to discuss
ways to develop team unity while
protesting,” Smith said.
President Sean Decatur expressed his support of these protests.
“Protest is always controversial by
definition and this is no different,”
he said. “I think that athletes have
the right to express themselves and
express themselves on this issue in
any way that they think is appropriate.”

Safety urges students to lock bikes
Continued from Page 1

minimize risk of theft.”
Hooper agreed that bike theft is likely more
frequent as it gets colder. He also suggested the
problem stems from students’ failure to lock their
bikes.
“If you lock your dorm room, your stuff will be
there when you get back,” said Hooper, who said the
same habit should be used with bikes.
The increased awareness of bike thefts may be
related to the increased presence of bikes on campus this year. Early in the semester, Campus Safety
ran out of registration stickers, though Hooper said
the office has plenty now. He said registering bikes
makes it much easier to get them back to their rightful owner.
Students can register their bikes at Campus Safety’s office or at the Bike Co-op.
For students who have stolen bikes and fear repercussions, Deryck offered anonymity to those
who return them to the Bike Co-op.
Alex McDaniel ’20 said his bike has been stolen
twice this year. In an email to the Collegian he wrote
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Outside reviewer will
assess rugby program
Continued from Page 1

lege’s liability for these injuries. Over the summer, Kenyon’s
insurance company, Educational & Institutional Insurance
Administrators (EIIA), revised some of its guidelines related
to club sports, particularly regarding concussion management. EIIA’s risk management guidelines, which Manager of
Business Services Fred Linger shared with the Collegian, deem
rugby a “very high risk” club sport and recommend a series
of safety precautions. Kenyon rugby teams do not have these
measures in place, including licensed instructors/coaches and
ensured access to athletic trainers, Bonham said.
“We provide a certified athletic trainer at all our home
contests, and that is absolutely crucial to the health and safety
of our students,” Director of Athletics Peter Smith said. “We
have to assess, is that being reciprocated at the same level at
other institutions?”
Linger, who is EIIA’s point of contact at Kenyon, came
across the provider’s guidelines and brought them to the attention of the College at the beginning of October.
“The suspension of rugby operations came primarily from
looking at student-athlete health and welfare, but in conjunction, we got the risk management information and that was
put into the conversation,” Smith said. “It’s not directly a result of that.”
These guidelines are not mandated by EIIA; they are recommendations for best practices. However, it is in the College’s interest to adhere to these guidelines, Linger said.
“In the case of a catastrophic injury or something that
would need litigation, you would find yourself in the situation of explaining why you thought it was best to ignore these
guidelines,” Linger said. “Some of them may not work for us,
but you want to be able to explain why you didn’t think they
would work.”
The decision to suspend the rugby teams was preceded
by several conversations with the players in which administrators expressed their concerns about student safety, Bonham said. In a conversation on Sept. 29, Greg Wallace, who
oversees club sports at the College, suggested the team hire
a coach.
“My understanding is that the students did not seem receptive to those ideas, particularly to the idea that there would be
greater oversight by non-students,” Bonham, who was not at
the meeting but received notes from the attendees, said.
Next week, Marc Ferguson, the commissioner of the Ohio
Valley Women’s Collegiate Rugby Conference, will come to
campus and conduct an outside review of the program. He
will have conversations with members of both rugby teams
and provide recommendations as to how the College might
enhance the program’s safety.
“Ferguson has extensive rugby knowledge and is very interested in preserving and promoting the sport in the college
ranks,” Smith said.
“We want to have rugby exist in a healthy and safe environment and see if we can achieve that.”
If rugby players continue to practice during their suspension, they will undergo a student conduct review process for
failure to comply with a College official, Bonham said.
Bonham and Smith said they are unsure how long the process will take.
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Meet the candidates running for governor of Ohio
MAYA LOWENSTEIN AND HARRIS WHITE | ASSOCIATE COPY EDITOR AND STAFF WRITER

Ohio Governor John Kasich (R) will be concluding his term as governor in 2018 because he has reached his
term limit. Kenyon Democrats hosted a forum with two of the Democratic candidates, Nan Whaley and Joe
Schiavoni, on Oct. 6. Here is the full list of candidates running for Kasich’s seat in the election on Nov. 6:

Nan Whaley
Nan Whaley is currently the mayor of Dayton,
Ohio. She was a three-time delegate for Ohio to the
Democratic National Convention, where she served as
a presidential elector prior to becoming mayor.Whaley
was elected mayor of Dayton in 2013; she has been active in addressing the opioid crisis and accessibility issues in the city. According to her website, Whaley says she would focus on the
development of individual Ohio communities, which she feels are treated as
“invisible to this governor and politicians in Columbus. Whaley advocates for
a strengthened manufacturing industry and workforce. She feels supporting
manufacturing causes could help Democrats appeal to a greater majority of
voters in a state that has been long held by Republicans.

Joe Schiavoni
Joe Schiavoni currently serves in the Ohio Senate,
representing the 33rd District, which consists of Columbiana and Mahoning counties.
He was elected in 2008. Schiavoni has served as
minority whip and minority leader during his time
in the Ohio Senate.
He ran unopposed for re-election in 2014, but cannot run in 2018 due to term limits. While in the Ohio Senate, Schiavoni has
prioritized education and child welfare policies. He has written legislation
that would strengthen oversight of charter schools. Schiavoni has also created policy which acts to strengthen collective bargaining rights for workers,
as well as funding water treatment plants and waste management facilities
within the state, among other matters.

Betty Sutton
Betty Sutton represented Ohio’s 13th Congressional District in the House of Representatives from
2006 to 2012. During her time in the House, she supported the Affordable Care Act (ACA), and the State
Children’s Health Insurance Act (SCHIP), which
supports families with children who cannot afford
health insurance. In 2013, she was appointed by President Obama to lead the Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation,
which works to maintain and develop the part of Saint Lawrence Seaway between Lake Erie and Montreal. Sutton returned to Ohio after the election of
President Donald Trump. She prioritizes energy and the environment and she
supported the development of more advanced lithium-ion batteries to be used
in hybrid and electric cars.

Connie Pillich
Connie Pillich is a former member of the Ohio
House of Representatives, where she represented the
28th district from 2009-2014. Pillich is an Air Force
veteran who failed to win the 28th district in 2014
after redistricting. Early in her second term as a representative, Pillich cosponsored a bill that would give
tax breaks to businesses that increase their payrolls
and expand into vacant facilities. Pillich ran unsuccessfully for treasurer of
Ohio in 2014. In the video announcing her candidacy, she states, “We need
new progressive and unf linching leadership, we cannot be afraid to stand up
for our values.” Pillich is running on a platform of renewing a sense of Democratic political strength. Pillich wants to address the economic issues which
she feels have hurt average Ohioans during the last eight years.

Mary Taylor
Mary Taylor is the 65th and current Ohio lieutenant
governor. She was elected in 2010 with current governor of Ohio, John Kasich.
Before she became lieutenant governor, Taylor
worked as an Ohio State Auditor from 2007 to 2011
and was a member of the Ohio House of Representatives from 2003 to 2006.
During the 2016 presidential election primaries, Taylor was one of the 66
delegates from Ohio who pledged their support to Kasich.
Taylor has expressed strong interest in repealing the Affordable Care Act
and implementing a “fiscally sustainable” healthcare plan for Ohio, according
to her campaign website.

Mike DeWine
Mike DeWine is the 50th and current attorney general of Ohio.
Before DeWine was elected as attorney general, he
was a state senator from 1981 to 1982, a U.S. representative from 1982 to 1991, lieutenant governor from
1991 to 1994 and a member of the U.S. Senate from
1995 to 2007.
As attorney general, DeWine spearheaded efforts to improve policing surrounding sexual misconduct cases with the creation of the Crimes against
Children unit. DeWine wishes to curb excessive taxes and bring more jobs to
Ohio, according to his campaign’s website.
While working in Congress, DeWine fought against the use of federal tax
dollars to pay for insurance that can cover abortion procedures.

Jim Renacci
Renacci is the congressional representative for
Ohio’s 16th District where he serves on the Ways and
Means Committee and the House Budget Committee.
He was first elected in 2010 and was re-elected in 2016.
Before his election to the House of Representatives, Renacci was the mayor of Wadsworth, Ohio.
Renacci is a strong advocate for Second Amendment
rights and repealing the Affordable Care Act. He also believes in defunding
sanctuary cities.
“As an American born to a family of immigrants I’m alarmed by it, and as
your next Governor I will not cower to it,” he wrote in an editorial for 3rdrailpolitics.com.

Jon Husted
Jon Husted was born in Royal Oak, Mich. and raised
in Williams County, Ohio.
He was elected to be the 53rd and current Secretary
of State for Ohio in November 2010 and was re-elected
in 2014.
While serving as Secretary of State, Husted was involved in a Supreme Court lawsuit for limiting early
voting during the 2016 presidential election.
Before his election as Secretary of State, Husted worked in the Ohio House
of Representatives as Speaker of the House.
As the only Ohio statewide-elected official with an A+ rating from the National Rif le Association, Husted is an ardent supporter of Second Amendment
rights.
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Senior exercise stress a factor in dropping of second major
REGAN HEWITT AND BETUL AYDIN
SOCIAL MEDIA DIRECTOR AND STAFF
WRITER

Kirsti Buss ’18 intended to double major, but dropped the English major in favor of sociology during their senior year.
As they progressed in the English major,
they began to enjoy it less, and ultimately
decided to focus their energy on sociology courses. “It freed up my schedule ... as
well as made it so that I only had to complete one comps,” Buss wrote in an email
to the Collegian.
20 percent of the class of 2017 graduated with two majors, and 173 students of
the 983 who have declared majors so far
are pursuing double majors, according to
the Office of the Registrar. That’s only 17
percent of the student body.
Double majoring appears to be less
popular for Kenyon students partially
because it requires them to complete two
comprehensive exams, also known as
comps. These exams are created by the
academic departments and can take any
form, from a lengthy paper to an oral presentation. Of the Ohio Five schools, only
Kenyon and the College of Wooster require a senior exercise to graduate. For
Wooster’s students, their senior exercise
is a period of independent study.
While a student’s senior exercises may
not always occur in the same semester
if they double major, there is occasionally overlap between the two exercises. If
two departments’ exams fall on the exact
same date, the department provides alternative dates for students who need them.
This modification, along with the ability to meet with advisors and department
chairs, seems to be the only form of administrative support for double majors.
Students are required to have an advi-

sor for each major they pursue. “I wish I
could have known earlier where to find
more concrete resources about the respective senior exercises, because that information is out there and it wasn’t until
this year that I knew where to find it,” Julia Lindsay ’18, who is both a women’s and
gender studies and Spanish area studies
major, wrote in an email to the Collegian.
Lindsay recently dropped her psychology major. She did so for a variety of reasons, including her course schedule and
the senior exercise. Although she was sad
to leave the psychology department, she
switched to a women’s and gender studies major, which she was already close to
earning. “I had been pursuing [the women’s and gender studies major] out of interest without realizing it,” Lindsay wrote
in an email to the Collegian. Her story is
familiar to many Kenyon students.
Associate Professor of Chemistry Simon Garcia does not recommend that
students double major. “I have reviewed
job applications for both technology and
academic positions, and I was never impressed by a double major,” Garcia wrote
in an email to the Collegian. “Usually the
reason an advisee gives [for double majoring] is they want to study another subject in depth. But my reply is that you can
take classes to get to that depth without
majoring — and without contorting your
schedule and your life in the process.”
The English major senior exercise requires that majors take a two-part exam
based on a reading list, which changes every year, as well as a senior seminar class.
Associate Professor of English and Department Chair Sarah Heidt does not believe that the English senior exam is what
keeps people from double majoring.
“I haven’t had anybody come to me
and say that they can’t major in English

HENRY UHRIK | COLLEGIAN

because the comps are a beast, and I can
only handle one beast in my senior year,”
she said.
Instead, Heidt said that people often
drop majors due to “a shift in the [student’s] interests, where they wanted to focus their senior year,” particularly when
it came to pursuing honors in one of the
student’s majors. However, Heidt acknowledged that two comprehensive exams can be daunting.
In terms of further support for double
majors, Lindsay suggested that double
majors and their advisors have separate
meetings with groups such as the Center for Global Engagement. “Navigating
abroad and course credit was one of the
more difficult elements of my experience
and I arrived back to Kenyon with much
less completed than I initially thought,”

ON THE RECORD

Lindsay wrote.
Buss said that increasing the number
of minors could be helpful for students.
Currently, Kenyon offers 30 majors and
25 minors, not including the seven interdisciplinary majors or the 13 concentrations. In contrast, Oberlin College offers
50 majors and 42 minors, as well as a variety of concentrations not listed on their
website.
Many double majors who end up dropping one of their majors can instead earn
a minor in that department. Backing out
of senior comps then becomes less nervewracking for students, as one can still
earn a minor without taking comprehensive exams. “Luckily the English department offers a minor, so I am able to have
a reflection of the work I put in and my
enjoyment of the material,” Buss wrote.

BEN WHITE ’94

CHIEF ECONOMIC CORRESPONDENT AT POLITICO PRO

EMILY BIRNBAUM AND
GABRIELLE HEALY
NEWS EDITOR AND
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Ben White ’94 is the chief economic correspondent at Politico Pro.
After graduating with a history major, and as the president of Delta Phi,
he became a researcher at the Washington Post. He worked his way up
to Wall Street correspondent at the
Post, then went on to cover financial news for the New York Times
and the Financial Times. He moved
to Politico in 2009. On Oct. 18, he
launched a new podcast called Politico Money, a podcast about the
intersection between Wall Street and
Washington. In the first episode, he
interviewed Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin.
What financial advice would
you give to the class of 2018, who
will be entering the job market
soon, and to Kenyon students generally?
Obviously, student loans are the
big concern for a lot of folks coming out of places like Kenyon that

are very expensive. Keeping on top
of that is important; finding out if
you can consolidate at the lowest
possible interest rate to keep those
payments low is a good piece of financial advice. In the workforce,
the important thing is maxing out
on 401(k) contributions early and
often — just put away as much
as you can, as quickly as you can.
Don’t think retirement is that far
out there even after you’re just out
of college. You’ve got a working life
of 20-30 years and you want to be
saving, so keep an eye on your student loans, get the lowest possible
rate you can, save for retirement.
What’s your process like when
you’re preparing for interviewing
someone like Secretary Mnuchin
— someone who has a dedicated
set of talking points?
A lot of it is just doing research
on the counter arguments to the arguments that I’m pretty certain that
he’ll present. When it comes to the
impact of corporate tax cuts in particular, I look into how much that
will really benefit the average worker. The White House is convinced,

and trying to make the case, that all
of those tax cuts will ultimately lead
to higher wages and a better way of
life for American workers. I’m not
sure the economic data really support that. I push back with him on
some numbers on that front, and
the same thing with the impact on
the deficit of tax cuts. We’ve seen
tax cuts in the past — 2001, 2003
— some of the Reagan-era tax cuts
that led to higher debt. They just
don’t pay for themselves, historically.
I have to prepare myself by putting together that evidence and
those numbers and seeing how he
responds to them. He’s pretty good,
as most of these people are at this
level, at responding with the talking
points, so it can be hard to nudge
people off of those. At least, when I
prepare for interviews like this, my
goal is not simply to let this stuff
pass, but to say, “This is what the
numbers say, how do you respond
to that?” and see how they do it. The
podcast is a mix of, let’s get into the
weeds and wonky on taxes and tax
reform, but let’s also explain to people how Steve Mnuchin got to know

Donald Trump, how he decided
Trump would be a good president,
and then present him with some of
the more troubling aspects of the
Trump presidency, like some of his
Tweets about Puerto Rico. We talk
about some of that. I really try to
not let the talking points slide by.
What’s a critical financial story
that’s not receiving enough attention?
We probably don’t talk enough
about whether the stock market
that we’re in, the high evaluations
that we have, are legitimate and
sustainable and whether there are
risks out there that we’re not paying
attention to. I think a lot of what’s
going on with markets right now
is exuberance over the Trump tax
plan and getting corporate tax relief and individual tax relief. I’m
not sure how sustainable all of that
is, particularly if we don’t get a tax
plan done.
I also think we’re not talking a
lot about the fact that we’re in the
eighth or the ninth year of an economic expansion, which is a really
long time for the economy to grow,

COURTESY OF POLITICO

and historically, we should be due for
a recession within the next couple of
years. We’ve got a Federal Reserve
that has very little ammunition at its
disposal to fight a recession. Usually,
they slash interest rates and try to
get growth moving again, but we’re
still close to zero with interest rates.
You get to a point where markets teeter and maybe fall and then we hit a
recession and we’ve got a U.S. Central Bank that has no real tools at its
disposal to fight it. I think a little bit
more probing into that and writing
about that would be useful for me.
This interview has been edited for
length and clarity.
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Indigenous Nations at Kenyon discusses its role on campus
The club reflected on its position as a group with no current Native American members.
JUSTIN SUN
FEATURES EDITOR

In Junot Díaz’s talk last week, an audience member posed the question: What
can people with more privilege do to
help those with less privilege? Considering that 72 percent of Kenyon’s student
population identifies as white, according
to the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), this question
seems especially relevant to our campus.
The three members of Indigenous Nations at Kenyon’s (INK) executive board,
Colleen Moore ’18, Teahelahn Keithrafferty ’19 and Rose Paulson ’20, often find
themselves navigating this tricky question.
INK was founded in 2014 by Manny
Loley ’16, a Navajo student that grew up
in a community called Casamero Lake
within the Navajo Nation in New Mexico. Since his graduation, no other Indigenous student has been a member
of the group, and, according to IPEDS,
the percentage of Kenyon students who
identify as American Indian or Alaskan
Native is zero. This puts the members of
INK in an unusual situation. While none
of them identify as Indigenous, they lead
an organization that’s mission statement
is to “raise awareness of Indigenous issues, Indigenous identity and Indigenous
presence in the Kenyon community.”
Just talking with them reveals their
caution to not overstep the boundaries of
their identities.
“It’s not like we’re more knowledgeable than anyone else,” Keithrafferty
said. “We’re just an organization that’s
working to bring the voices [of Indigenous people] here.”
Partly because of the organization’s

lack of Indigenous students, Keithrafferty said that she wasn’t sure INK could
be identified as a cultural organization
anymore. She pointed out that most cultural organizations at Kenyon operate
as a space for people to share their own
culture among themselves and with the
broader campus, whereas INK only facilitates campus visits by various speakers.
In September of this year, INK organized a visit to campus by Indigenous activist Winona LaDuke. The group is also
coordinating visits by the self-described
“alter-native” band Scatter Their Own,
who have visited Kenyon twice before, on
October 25 and Native American writer
Kimberly Blaeser on October 31.
For Paulson, the events and learning
opportunities that INK puts on are what
make the organization so important. She
joined INK at the end of last semester
after taking Assistant Professor of History Patrick Bottiger’s History of North
American Indians class. “I wanted to be
a part of INK not because I knew a lot
about Native issues but because I realized I needed to learn more,” she said. “I
wanted Winona LaDuke to come to campus because I knew I had a lot to learn
from her.”
Keithrafferty said that she was hesitant to join the organization at first because she didn’t identify as Indigenous.
She wondered if the same hesitancy is
what prevents more students from getting involved.
But Loley, who now works at the Navajo Technical University in New Mexico, pointed out that there are benefits to
having non-Indigenous students in the
group. He focused on creating a more
receptive environment for Indigenous
students at Kenyon during his time in
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COURTESY OF JACK ZELLWEGER

INK members pose with Winona LaDuke and other students at the Kenyon Farm.

the organization. He admired that last
year’s group went even farther by taking
on the issue of the #NoDAPL movement,
a collection of protests against the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline
through the Standing Rock Reservation
in North and South Dakota.
“I kind of shied away from the more
extreme parts of Native activism [while
I was at Kenyon],” he said. “When I attended Kenyon, I didn’t want to be perceived as an ‘angry Indian,’ which often
happens to Native activists.”
He felt that the “allyship” of non-Indigenous students was an asset to the
current iteration of the organization.
He also mentioned that while Kenyon is
a partner school for College Horizons,

which means Kenyon will meet 100 percent of financial need for Indigenous
students, very few Indigenous students
choose to attend Kenyon. He saw INK’s
work as important in trying to change
that.
Bottiger sees the role of INK in an
even broader scope. “The bigger push is
not just Native culture, or Native students, or Native issues on campus,” he
said. “It’s this place. Ohio is a Native
place — it always has been.”
Reflecting on the current state of INK,
Paulson weighed the pros against the
cons. “Maybe it’s not the best case scenario that INK is all white people now,”
she said, “but it seems to be better than if
INK didn’t exist.”

Senior Class Total:

Junior Class Total:

Sophomore Class Total:

First-Year Class Total:

10

8

7

5

Answer

Erik Gross ‘18

Charents Apkarian ‘19

Sophia Fornwalt ‘20

Dante Kanter ‘21

Which Jonas Brother recently
got engaged?

Joe

Joe

Joey Chimes

Joe

Joe

The Columbus Crew Soccer
Club of Major League Soccer
might move to another state —
which one?

Texas

Oregon

Louisiana

Illinois

Georgia

Which iPhone model was the
slowest to sell?

8

7

Steve Jobs

8

5

How often can people be
summoned for jury duty?

No more than once
every 12 months
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Once every 10 years
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Kenyon history told through tales of activism
1860

COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
AND ARCHIVES

1970

COURTESY OF GREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
AND ARCHIVES

1970

DORA SEGALL| FEATURES EDITOR

In 1860, former President of the College Charles Pettit McIlvaine wrote a letter to
U.S. President James Buchanan. In it, he requested a national day of fasting and prayer
for citizens of all denominations to assist in their well-being. Since then, Kenyon has
participated to varying degrees in various forms of activism, from conferences to protests, from the Vietnam War to the Black Lives Matter movement.
Nearly a century later, in 1968, Kenyon took interest in civil disobedience, a method
of protesting which seeks to elicit socio-political change through nonviolent means.
In May of that year, the College had its first Public Affairs Conference, an event that
discussed mass media and modern democracy. The event involved twenty-nine participants, among them militant civil rights leaders, three congressmen and two journalists.
Student participation was extended to leaders of specific organizations on campus.
“Kenyon has always been big on discussion,” said College Historian and Keeper of
Kenyoniana Tom Stamp ’73. He emphasized the value the school has placed historically on analytical conversation rather than immediate and direct action.
In 1966, youth activist Terry Robbins ’68 dropped out of Kenyon shortly after establishing the school’s chapter of the Ohio Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), a national organization to reform U.S. political, economic and social — particularly racial
— institutions. Over the next four years, he engaged in increasingly militant anti-war
protests. He eventually left SDS to help form the Weathermen, often deemed a terrorist
organization, which sought to “bring the war home” through deliberate acts to destroy
politically significant buildings in cities such as New York and Washington D.C. He
died in the bombing of a New York townhouse along with two other members in 1970.
When looking back on Kenyon’s protest history, what stands out most to Professor
of American Studies Peter Rutkoff is its lack of activism. He arrived in the fall of 1971,
only a few months after the Kent State University shooting in May. He remembers the
College priding itself on the fact that it had not participated in strikes or suspended
classes. “They were congratulating themselves for not being very radical,” Rutkoff said.
He attributes the lack of activism on campus to a very conservative political science
department and its influence over its students’ motivation to mobilize in a time of antiwar and civil rights protests.
Stamp, who was a student at Kenyon during the shooting at Kent State University,
remembers Kenyon’s decision to remain open with pride and recalled a communitywide assembly in Rosse Hall during which attendees had the opportunity to reflect on
the incident.
Stamp said that by protesting on campus, Kenyon students were “preaching to the
choir.” He said that many were involved in activist causes but did the bulk of their work
off campus. Southern students participated in the civil rights movement when they
went home each summer, a trend he said was typical of colleges at the time.
Stamp was involved in the Mount Vernon Mobilization Committee, or “Mobe,” as
were many students at the time. The group went door-to-door to discuss the Vietnam
War with Mount Vernon residents. Stamp recalls that this experience changed his
perception of Knox County residents who lived outside of Gambier, as well as their
perception of him, and ultimately became a determining factor in his decision to move
back to Knox County and work at Kenyon in 1984.
For Rutkoff, the most distinctive form of student activism since he began teaching
at Kenyon is the school’s involvement in the Black Lives Matter protests in November
2015. A hundred-and-some students plus administrators, including President Sean
Decatur, participated in a sit-in in the Peirce Dining Hall Atrium.
Jules Desroches ’18 took part in the protest and a connected march through Middle
Path. “There were definitely points within it where I felt a sense of ‘we’ in not a way that
was exclusively racial,” he said.
Before the sit-in another protest made a mark on Kenyon’s campus. The first installation of Kenyon Students for Justice in Palestine’s (KSJP) wall, a symbolic representation of the wall dividing Israel and Palestine, according to the Apr. 17, 2014 edition of
the Collegian. The wall has been reinstalled on campus every spring since.
Some students have also become more involved in activism encompassing the
environment and Indigenous communities. Matt Meyers ’17 was president of Environmental Campus Organization (ECO) during the 2016-2017 school year. He helped
form DivestKenyon, a group that seeks to encourage the College to divest from fossil
fuel companies and prevent future investment in private prisons. “Being a student at an
institution such as Kenyon, your voice matters so much ... in changing the mission or
the vision of the College,” Meyers said. “It’s important for students to realize the power
they hold.”
Meyers participated in a significant number of protests during his four years at
Kenyon. Last spring, he worked with Ruby Koch-Fienberg ’17 and Zak Young ’17 to
produce a performance art project on the seal in the front entrance of Peirce. The three
students, who were all seniors at the time, covered themselves in crude oil, donned
masks and linked arms to protest the silence surrounding investment in the fossil fuel
industry and private prisons as well as stand in solidarity with other schools seeking to
divest.
“By having us there right as people walked into Peirce, it forced students to have a
conversation with their friends about divestment and what they think of it,” Meyers
said.

2014

COURTESY OF CORA MARKOWITZ ’17

2015

COURTESY OF HENRI GENDREAU ’16

2017

This reporter is the social media coordinator for Kenyon’s Environmental Campus
Organization (ECO) and has participated in protests with DivestKenyon.
COURTESY OFGREENSLADE SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
AND ARCHIVES

COURTESY OF JACK ZELLWEGER ’17
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Huenbert shatters fourth wall with memorable performance
Isaiah Stavchansky ’18 starred in his one-act play, which debuted at the Black Box Theater.
ZOE CASE
STAFF WRITER

Huenbert, directed by Caroline Sarkozi ’18, tells the story of Lewis, a man
waiting for someone to save him from
his monotonous life.
Written by and starring a compellingly frenetic Isaiah Stavchansky ’18,
the play was staged on Saturday, Oct.
14 and Sunday Oct. 15 in the Black
Box Theater.
Lewis is an engineering student,
following “people telling him what to
do,” but something changes when he
meets Huenbert. They go to Chinatown, where Huenbert shows him the
euphoria and excitement of his lifestyle. They give each other candy cigarettes, spend an afternoon together
and part ways, presumably never to
meet again. Huenbert becomes an object of obsession for Lewis, who then
becomes a lost man searching for the
excitement that Huenbert showed him.
The action starts with Stavchansky
lying on a block, the single component
of the set, designed by Sarkozi for the
Huenbert run. It’s a simple set that is
designed to fade into the background.
Stavchansky stands, turning immediately to the audience. He is the only
cast member of three who can break
the fourth wall and see the audience.
It is unclear if his audience interaction makes him a chorus, an actor or
a madman.
Then, Clare Livingston ’18 enters as

Cecilia, a woman meeting her brother
for a weekend vacation. Billy Weber
’18 enters as her brother Mosby.
He has something to tell his sister,
but the audience never finds out what
it is. Maybe someone has died. Maybe
Mosby is moving away. The moment
is written off as Lewis interrupts the
two.
Waiting on edge for his lost friend
Huenbert, Lewis connects with Cecilia. She shows him kindness. Mosby,
on the other hand, finds Lewis, with
his ever-present bicycle helmet and
sudden jerking lunges, unsettling.
Mosby represents the audience’s uncomfortable feelings.
“When someone approaches you
on the street you have this ‘stranger
danger,’” Stavchansky said in an interview. “It’s similar to when an actor
is coming up to you [as an audience
member]. You get this feeling of, ‘I
am here to watch, not to participate.’”
When the barrier between watching
and doing is broken, we get Huenbert.
The play is snappy. It avoids being
boring, despite its simple plot, due
to its repeated breaking of the fourth
wall. The show provides a nuanced
reading of obsession and euphoria as a
burgeoning young student wondering
where they belong in the world. Lewis
is never crazy, never corrupt, always
real. Stavchansky keeps the audience
on its toes and makes the performance
memorable, all within a single act of
thirty minutes.

KIM DAVIDSON

Isaiah Stavchansky ’18 played the starring role, Lewis, in Saturday’s and Sunday’s performances at the Black Box Theater.

Streets of Lagos and Johannesburg displayed in Gund Gallery
KEVIN CRAWFORD
ARTS EDITOR

Growing populations are creating
sprawling urban areas across Africa.
A new video and photography exhibition in the Gund Gallery displays
the effects of this massive expansion.
The exhibition was guest curated
by Associate Professor and Department Chair of Art and Art History at
UNC-Chapel Hill Carol Magee.
Urban Cadence: Street Scenes
from Lagos and Johannesburg tells
the story of two cities riding the crest
of the urban population wave in Africa, and features the work of nine
award-winning contemporary African artists. The artists behind these
photographs and videos act as urban ethnographers caught up in the
metropolitan landscapes they seek
to capture. Candid in their recognition of global stereotypes of African
cities, these artists have produced
a visual representation of the chaotic narrative of rapid development.
Movement is critical to this narrative: on a national scale, on a countrywide scale and on the scale of a
single city block. Within the roar of
this noise, the artists of Urban Cadence put their fingers to the pulses
of their cities.
An artery of traffic — human,
animal and automobile — disappears into the distance of Akintunde

NIKKI ANDERSON

Urban Cadence: Street Scenes from Lagos and Johannesburg is on display in the Gund Gallery until
March 4, 2018.

Akinleye’s photograph Each Passing Day (2006). People are pressed
together with huge, rusted trucks
filled with goods for sale in the bustle of the crowd; the beach umbrellas of street vendors are interspersed
throughout the brightly colored
throng. On either side of the mass
are muted, colored blocks of buildings, stretching into the hazy urban
smog of the background. In the foreground, a lone man in profile takes
a phone call on an empty pedestrian
footbridge — he is one of the only individuals the viewer is able to locate.
In League of Gentlemen (2011),
photographer Uche Okpa-Iroha
does not show the movement of
people within Lagos, but rather the

movement of goods. The square
black-and-white photograph shows
a line-up of truncated mannequins
clothed in the striped and checkered button-up shirts of the modern western workplace. Behind the
mannequins, a help-wanted poster
urgently advertises a marketing job;
another poster, partly obscured by
a mannequin’s shirttails, endorses a
local politician. Closer investigation
reveals that the wall to which the
mannequins and posters are affixed
is a sheet of weathered, corrugated
steel. This piece, part of a series entitled Isolation, suggests the ubiquity
of offhand commercial scenes like
this in modern Lagos.
Jess Lane ’20, a Gund Gallery

student associate, attended a talk delivered by Okpa-Iroha on Oct. 17, in
which the artist discussed his candid
photography of Lagosians. “Through
the color and focus of [Okpa-Iroha’s]
work, you can tell he’s engaged to the
city,” Lane said. “He’s not acting like
a bystander, taking photos without
interaction; he lives with these people, he works with these people, and
they’re not just subjects — they’re
representatives of his community.”
In the photography of Kelechi
Amadi-Obi, this engaged perspective comes to the forefront. Captain
Rugged 8 (2013) is part of a series
of photographs of Lagosian musician Keziah Jones dressed as the
titular superhero, the protagonist of

Jones’ recent graphic novel and album. Captain Rugged stands atop
the flat roof of a seaside building, his
arms spread as though he is about
to either take flight or launch into a
sequence of martial action. An ornately embroidered cape billows
from his neck, contrasting his otherwise simple outfit of jeans and skate
sneakers. Behind the superhero, the
city of Lagos opens up against the
backdrop of the Atlantic Ocean, and
the viewer feels that Captain Rugged
is both a defender of his city and its
ambassador.
Vahni Kurra ’20, another Gund
Gallery student associate, was interested in the way that the Captain
Rugged series contrasted with the
rest of Urban Cadence. “AmadiObi’s depictions of Captain Rugged
are really interesting because a lot of
the photographs in the gallery right
now are grounded in reality, they’re
simple street scenes that most people in Lagos look at every day,”
Kurra said. “Captain Rugged is this
imaginary soul and force of Lagos
that is depicted, and it’s interesting
to me that photographs don’t have
to be grounded in reality to make a
statement.”
Urban Cadence: Street Scenes
from Lagos and Johannesburg
opened on Oct. 13 and will run until
March 4, 2018 in the Gund Gallery.
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Dance workshop shares teachings of modern dance legend
KIM DAVIDSON

Students lay prone on the floor of Bolton Dance Studio on Thursday, Oct. 12, during the Anna Halprin Life/Art Workshop, led by Visting Instructor of Dance Elliot Mercer.
CLARA YETTER
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 12, Kenyon students and
community members wandered
barefoot behind Bolton Dance Studio and scattered themselves across
the lawn. The participants of the
Anna Halprin Life/Art Workshop
were encouraged simply to focus on
their surroundings and enjoy the
sensations of sight, sound and touch.
This was the start of the workshop,
facilitated by Elliot Mercer, a Marilyn
Yarbrough dissertation fellow and
visiting instructor of dance.
Mercer worked with Halprin,
a famous pioneer of postmodern
dance, in California for four years,
gleaning self-reflective teaching techniques and researching her archives.
He decided to bring her methods to
Kenyon for this one-time event.

The interpersonal aspects of Halprin’s work inspire Mercer the most.
“The body reflects our way of being
as humans, and in Halprin’s process
the body becomes a template for expressing your own personal mythology,” he wrote in an email to the Collegian. “Art is a way to explore oneself
and connect with others in direct,
personal ways.”
At 97 years old, Anna Halprin is
a contemporary choreographer who
explores how the relationship between creative and personal expression is influenced by a multitude of
art forms. Halprin’s distinct style
fuses her modern dance background
and original dance scores to promotes an individual’s unique aptitudes and outward expression.
Mercer led the segmented workshop, sometimes using a chime to

signal the end of a section. Each of the
activities lasted roughly 20 minutes,
with Mercer guiding the participants
in a soothing voice. “The language
of the Life/Art Process is exceptionally specific,” Mercer wrote, “because
so much of the learning and choreographic process comes through
language and visual representation,
it’s important to be nuanced and
detailed in the description of movements.”
All of his instructions were
straightforward, every sentence carefully crafted and delivered in an even,
low tone of voice to encourage the
meditative aspects of the technique.
After the walk outdoors, attendees found a space in Bolton Dance
Studio and performed various exercises in silence. At one point, they
slowly lifted their arms into the air,

sensing their balance as they relaxed
their bodies ligament by ligament.
As they repeated these movements
while lying on the floor, members
experimented with massaging and
loosening their muscles — such as
their faces or ribcages — to release
any tension.
Halprin’s style involved another
medium besides movement — visual
art. After training the body to relax,
each participant drew a pastel portrait of themselves based on how they
currently felt. It was compelling to
see the creative process, as most compositions were abstract, full of color
and powerful.
Jacqueline Sanchez ’21 was surprised to see how her dancing and
drawing reflected her unconscious
mental processes. “Once I was relaxed, they flowed instinctively,” she

said.
Afterward, the attendees wrote
down single-word descriptions of
their drawings such as “joy,” then
communicated their significance
through improvised dance movements. People seemed more willing
to share their ideas and indulge in
their imagination once the workshop
ended, because it facilitated a judgement-free atmosphere.
Within the concluding dialogue
and reflection, Mercer emphasized
that the artwork was about sharing
and supporting the process of others
through being a witness. “Once you
are aware of yourself in movement,
you can transform the most ordinary
into the extraordinary,” he said during the workshop. “You can discover
your own style … that your daily pedestrian life is a potential dance.”

John Green ’00 writes honest portrait of anxiety and OCD

Despite its shortcomings, Turtles All the Way Down retains charm of Green’s former works.
DYLAN MANNING
STAFF WRITER

In Turtles All the Way Down, Russell
Pickett, a billionaire CEO, is missing. Only
Aza Holmes, a high school junior, has a lead
that might solve the case. Yet this initial mystery is not the focus of this book, but rather a springboard for author John Green ’00
to explore obsessive-compulsive disorder
(OCD). Green has been public about his experience with OCD, and the plot of a missing
CEO may be the weakest aspect of his novel.
Green’s novel succeeds because of his ability to write about teenagers and their mental
health while avoiding clichés.
We are thrust into Aza’s head through a
first-person narrative, where we quickly learn
about her OCD. Aza is plagued by a host of
fears that she knows are irrational but dictate
much of her life and daily habits. It is initially
difficult to sympathize with Aza: She is quiet,
anxious, seemingly selfish and certainly not
extroverted. But as we hear her story and experience the world from her perspective, we
see that she is quiet because she is grappling
with invasive thoughts, and anxious because
those “invasives,” as she calls them, are constantly causing her to worry about bacterial
infections. The reader understands she is not
selfish so much as she is helplessly stuck inside her own mind. Green takes us into these
oppressive thought spirals, forcing us to un-

derstand how much of Aza’s mind does not
feel like her own.
Many moments in this book are painful
to read. When Aza gets trapped in a spiral
of anxiety, her habits become more intense
and self-destructive. She repeatedly pushes
her thumbnail into her middle finger, causing her callus to crack and bleed. Perhaps the
darkest moment in the novel is when Aza
swallows hand sanitizer, afraid that some
bacteria has transferred some microbial disease into her body.
Whenever it begins to feel overwhelming,
Green throws in a tender moment between
Aza and her friends Daisy and Davis, letting the reader escape Aza’s overwhelming
thoughts for a while. Moments like these between the supporting and main characters
in the novel are well fleshed out and realistic. They have quirks that keep them from
becoming tired tropes that so many young
adult novels seem rife with today. Daisy,
Aza’s best friend, is eloquent and hilarious —
those who love Star Wars will enjoy reading
about the Chewbacca fan fiction she writes
throughout the novel — and Davis is not a
teenage prince charming. While he is sweet
and caring, he also has his own struggles.
The interactions between the two are heartfelt and sincere.
The plot of the missing billionaire leaves
much to be desired. The beginning sets the
reader up to expect a sort of mystery novel,

SHANE CANFIELD

John Green’s ’00 new novel Turtles All the Way Down was released Tuesday, Oct. 10.

centered on the disappearance of the Russell
Pickett. After the first few chapters, the mystery is barely touched and only resurfaces at
the end of the novel.
The ending of the novel is also realistic. There is no fairytale wrap-up where all
the characters get happy endings and all
the loose threads are tied neatly into a bow.
While all the characters have developed and
changed, they still face many challenges and
their futures seem uncertain.
Despite some weaknesses, Turtles All the

Way Down is still a successful young adult
novel. There is intrigue and romance, and
the prose is witty and at times profound.
Green is able to throw in strange facts and
obscure tidbits of information that are fascinating and provide different perspectives
for the reader. He portrays a mental disorder
in a way that is accurate and honest, and he
doesn’t romanticize Aza’s struggles, writing
about them in a way that allows readers to
empathize with her even if they don’t have
personal experience with OCD.
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Resources for relief
in wake of Maria
It seems like the news cycle never ends, but American
citizens are still struggling in Puerto Rico in the aftermath of Hurricane Maria. As of Oct. 17, the official
death toll stands at 48, but some reports indicate the
number may be higher, according to columnist David
Leonhardt at the New York Times. Instead of a staff
editorial this week, we’ve assembled several organizations that are mobilizing resources to assist Puerto
Ricans.
puertoricansinaction.com: Puerto Ricans in Action
is a coalition of individuals, organizations and businesses in the greater Los Angeles Puerto Rican community gathering resources to donate to hurricane
victims.
conprmetidos.org: ConPRmetidos is an independent, non-partisan and non-profit organization operating in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Its mission is harnessing the Puerto Rican diaspora’s resources to promote
Puerto Rican political, social and economic development. So far, ComPRmetidos’s real-time Hurricane
Maria recovery fund has raised $1,560,541 USD out
of a $10,000,000 goal.
casapueblo.org: Casa Pueblo is a community development project committed to protecting Puerto
Rico’s natural, cultural and human resources. It is
focused on restoring the natural landscape of Puerto
Rico after the hurricane.
cdpecpr.org/comedores-sociales-de-puerto-rico:
The CDPEC is committed to improving the quality
of life in Puerto Rico by investing in development
and education.
viveboriken.org: Vive Boriken is a grassroots unity
movement in Puerto Rico whose mission is to unite
Puerto Ricans worldwide. 100 percent of donations
go to supporting Vive Boriken’s work in Puerto Rico.
The group focuses on improving sustainable tourism
and volunteer programs.
fondosunidos.org: Fondos Unidos is a private, nonprofit organization that is dedicated to bringing together volunteers from the public and private sectors
in Puerto Rico.
iniciativacomunitaria.org: Iniciativa Comunitaria
works to support the Puerto Rican community in its
development and transformation. They advocate for
public policy that improves citizens’ quality of life,
health and solidarity.
The staff edtiorial is written weekly by the executive
editors of the Collegian, co-editors-in-chief Bailey
Blaker ’18 and Gabrielle Healy ’18 and managing editor Lauren Eller ’18. You can contact them at blakerb@
kenyon.edu, healyg@kenyon.edu and ellerl@kenyon.
edu, respectively.
The opinions page is a space for members of the
community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and
the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page
belong only to the writer. Columns and letters to the
editors do not reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff.
All members of the community are welcome to express
opinions through a letter to the editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all
letters submitted for length and clarity. The Collegian
cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not organizations,
and must be 200 words or fewer. Letters must also be
received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication.
The Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters as possible
each week subject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.

ULYSSES YARBER | CONTRIBUTOR

Socialism at Kenyon? New group hopes so.
Executive board of YDSA chapter explains organizational goals.
or we can try something new. In the postelection confusion, Clinton released a
book titled What Happened, pointing to
Bernie Sanders, Jill Stein, Vladimir Putin,
Former Democratic Vice Presidential James Comey, popular media and others
Candidate Tim Kaine visited Kenyon on as explanations for her failure. She acOct. 25, 2016. Anyone who spent time on knowledges her responsibility, including
this campus last year can attest to the sea her “basket of deplorables” remark. Howof “I’m With Her” stickers, signs and but- ever, in September she claimed in a Totons that flooded campus. This raises the day Show interview with Matt Lauer that
question: Why did Tim Kaine preach to these mistakes were not enough to swing
the choir at Kenyon when Knox County the election.
voted 66 percent for Trump?
The 2016 election showed us that the
Given that central Ohio is dealing with well-established American assumption
an economic depression, a crippling opi- that only moderate, centrist politicians
oid epidemic and a feeling of alienation can win elections is an assumption that
from representatives in D.C., wouldn’t it voters can and will readily discard. Bermake sense to bring the Democratic plat- nie Sanders garnered 43 percent of the
form, which has traditionally claimed to Democratic primary vote despite Demoprotect working-class communities, to a cratic National Committee support for
place like Mount Vernon?
Clinton. Trump refused the advice of
The Clinton campaign made several his party and set a record level of candid
strategic mistakes. However, Clinton’s candidacy, carrying himself all the way
biggest setback was
to the White House.
her status as an esThis watershed moKYDSA is the
tablishment canment indicates that
didate. Her longthe American people
Kenyon chapstanding corporate ter of the Democratic
are calling for change.
and
Washington
KYDSA is the KeSocialists of America,
ties seemed to weigh
nyon chapter of the
her down in an elec- a national organization
Democratic Socialists
tion defined by anti- whose membership has
of America (DSA),
establishment pop- more than quadrupled.
a national organizaulism.
tion whose memberThe Democratic
ship has more than
Party now stands at a disadvantage and quadrupled since last summer to about
is looking for a way to regain power in a 30,000 members. The DSA is not a politiWashington controlled by a Republican cal party but an organization of activists
president and Congress. We are at a criti- dedicated to fighting for a living wage,
cal point in party history, one where it has single-payer health care, Black Lives Matbecome clear that a choice must be made: ter, free college education and other proWe can continue pushing down the same gressive issues. Since we do not nominate
path that led to our current predicament, our own candidates, our support goes to
PATRICK CONLEY, LUCY IRWIN
AND CHRIS SHEETS
CONTRIBUTORS

“

anyone running on a platform that aligns
with our values. The DSA has channeled
its resources into building a national organization that garners grassroots support for a more equitable, democratic and
just society for all, through democratic
socialism. This means supporting Democrats, independents or members of third
parties who support progressive issues
and aim to further the progressive cause.
Here at Kenyon, we will be advocating
for greater racial and economic diversity
on campus and emphasizing the importance of working with local groups on
social, economic and political issues. We
welcome membership of anyone regardless of participation in other on-campus
political groups. We look forward to
working with a wide spectrum of ideas,
and key features of our organization are
cooperative discourse and active involvement in our community. We meet Sundays at 5 p.m. in Sam Mather 201, and we
hope to see you there.
This piece was co-written by the executiveboard of KYDSA. Patrick Conley ’20 is
undeclared from Madison, Wis. Lucy Irwin ’20 is a sociology and art major from
Baltimore, Md. Chris Sheets ’20 is undeclared from Moseley, Va. You can contact
them at conley1@kenyon.edu, irwin1@
kenyon.edu and sheets1@kenyon.edu, respectively.

Do you have thoughts
on how national politics
affect life at Kenyon? The
Collegian accepts op-ed
submissions from writers
of all political persuasions.
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Junot Díaz talk uncovers the tendency to perform empathy

Many students applauded Díaz’s words, but are those same students part of the problem?
DANIEL DE ANDRADE
COLUMNIST

It is too often the case that a
person uses social media to portray an empathetic awareness of
a crisis that they don’t care about.
Kenyon students who post about
tragic cases of racial, gender-based
or ethnic violence on social media
don’t convince me they actually
care about what they’re posting or
responding to.
I was starkly reminded of this
at the Junot Díaz’s talk on Oct 9.
The vast majority of white people
that attended this event have predominantly or completely white
friend groups. By going to this
event, I didn’t see a white community that truly empathizes
with the plight of people of color. Instead, I saw a performance
of empathy by a community that
has no interest in getting to know
the people of color around them.
Integration begins to look like a
meaningless goal when one is surrounded by white peers who snap

their fingers in agreement when purity by performing decency.
someone denounces Trump vot- To leave it at a performance of
ers, but are themselves completely moral purity, which is what meincapable
dia outlets reduce
of reflectour concern for
ing
on
others to, is to
I refuse to betheir own
leave us ignorant
come an audiparticience member to a show of how we can
pation in
change and prewhite su- that profits from our
vent the atrocities
emotional reactions to
premacy.
that are affecting
In
the others’ suffering.
our own commusame way
nities in our daily
that the
lives.
media makes violence a specI was grabbing lunch with a
tacle, “staying woke” has become friend once on New Side. She was
an aesthetic people flaunt. Behind reading a newspaper and said,
both facades is a lack of moral and “2016 has been the worst year for
intellectual investment in a prob- Syrian children.” I saw an image
lem we could better understand if of a boy washed up on a beach. She
we were just willing to reflect.
looked at me wanting to see pity.
In my eyes, relying on media She’s testing me, I thought. I was
outlets to understand your society disgusted. Did she just ask me to
is just as superficial as white stu- perform empathy?
dents blindly listening to brown
The sterile representation of
speakers, while doing nothing violence and death by media outto question their own lives. True lets is incomplete because it forces
awareness isn’t a means to moral us to empathize with an image,

“

1. Facilitated by Center for
Global Engagement
4. Often not returned to
Peirce
7. Dogmatic belief set
11. Department in Horvitz
12. Type of cola
13. Wander
15. Not an apple
17. British clothing retailer
18. Designer Mode, of The
Incredibles
19. Newest cinematic venture
of John Green
22. Has a pH of less than 7
24. Genghis, e.g.
25. Lower than the sopranos
27. Catholic college in Oakland, Calif.
28. Second-rate
30. Peanut or soybean, e.g.
32. Actress Thurman
34. Norse goddess of medicine
35. Like a spring dress
36. Camera brand
38. Organ to produce spermatozoa
39. x or y, in x + y = z
40. Unit of work
41. Cheerios ingredient
42. For Halloween, this candy comes in pumpkin shapes
43. Perceives, in Shakespeare’s England
45. Blunder

and confronting the violence that
wrecks every local community.
This could begin by physically and
intellectually engaging with the
opioid crisis that surrounds our
community, or the racial hatred
that permeates it as well.
For years now I’ve seen people
express sympathy for victims of
violence and then become forgetful of these atrocities. I’ve made
a decision to ignore the media’s
account of violence in the future.
I refuse to become an audience
member to a show that profits
from our emotional reaction to
others’ suffering, without giving
any guidance on where to direct
it. Awareness should not be an exercise of moderating empathy. It
seems that these days people perform empathy enough to seem decent, but not enough to let it break
through their schedules.
Daniel De Andrade ’19 is a political science major from Norwalk,
Conn. You can contact him at deandraded@kenyon.edu.
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a statistic or a video. I’m tired of
mourning for numbers that are
apparently people, and people who
were apparently real. Their lives
contribute to death counts that
have informed me that the world
is monstrous. Past this monstrous
spectacle of their death, I have no
real understanding of their narrative in a humanizing way.
True awareness demands the
courage to become proximate to
violence or suffering. People who
keep up with the media’s account
of atrocities, violence or injustices
are doing themselves a disservice.
By making violence a spectacle
and an emotional sensation, the
media makes us incapable of understanding the cause of the injustices.
Only by searching for the real
causes of injustice can we prevent
further crime and change our actions in accordance with the truth.
In my opinion, we have to begin
to humanize victims of violence
by bringing them off the screen

46. Member of EDM, informally
48. Country music star, with
eponymous sitcom
51. Clean, in Buenos Aires
53. Philander’s famous quote
56. Bands have these in the
Horn
58. Egg cell
59. Den
60. Book to proceed Nehemiah
61. Whittle
62. Once named
63. Sushi bar delicacy
64. Not allowed at BFEC in
winter, apparently
65. Bane of every Kenyon
student

DOWN

1. Outreach program coordinated by psych. dept.
2. Sound from Ascension
floorboards
3. Bacterial infection
4. Inhabitant of Cromwell,
for short
5. An Apple store, perhaps?
6. An unhappy individual
7. “He _ _ _ _ _ got a clue”
8. Anger
9. Carbonated beverage
10. Region in northern China
14. Principal post on a ship
16. Stops sleeping, for the
second time

Cameron Austin
OPINIONS EDITOR
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3

4

11
15

20. Nevada airport, abrv.
21. Do, re, mi…
23. Gunfight
26. Salts, in Marseilles
29. What your friend does
to Turtles All the Way Down
(albeit in secret)
31. “Get out!”
32. Like many revelers at Old
Kenyon parties
33. Update
37. Estonian pop singer
38. Booty
39. God of war
40. Belonging to summer
44. Prefix for three
47. There are few of these in
Gambier
49. Like Peirce food, according to some
50. Goodbye
52. Has layers, like an onion
54. Medical school in western Mich.
55. Vegan cookie
57. Erie Canal companion
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19
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8

12

13

17
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24

25
28

32

33

36

29

30

34

35

40

42

43
46
52
56
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23
27

31

38

39

51

10
14

26

37

45

9

41
44

47

48

53

49

50

54

57

55

58

60
63

59

61

62

64

65
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FROM
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Do you enjoy solving
crosswords?
Have you ever wanted
to design crosswords?
Email Cameron Austin
at austin1@kenyon.edu
if interested.

Congrats to Meera White ’18 for submitting the first completed crossword!
Did you finish this crossword? Be the first to email a photo of your finished
crossword to collegian@kenyon.edu for a chance to get a shoutout in our
next issue!
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Lords football falls to Hiram Terriers in high-scoring game
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

HIRAM
KENYON

62
56

The Kenyon Lords football team
gave the Hiram College Terriers a
run for their money this weekend,
losing to the heavily favored Terriers 62-56.
The game featured two fastpaced offenses, with both teams
combining for 1,251 yards and 17
touchdowns. The Lords only had 49
points combined from their previous four North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) games, and in this
match they outscored their NCAC
season total by seven points.
In this game, the Lords were
never down by more than two
touchdowns. At one point when it
looked like the Terriers might run
away with the game, the Kenyon
special teams came up with a huge
takeaway to stay competitive.
Down by 14 with five minutes
left in the first half, the Lords were
forced to punt the ball away on
4th and 11. If they had given back
the ball to the Terriers, they probably would have lost the game for
good. Instead, the Terrier receiver
dropped the punt, allowing defensive end and special teams specialist Sam Becker ’20 to recover the
fumble.
“I saw him try to catch the ball

and it pop[ed] out, and I saw it just
sit on the ground,” Becker said. “The
second I jumped on it I knew it was
our ball … it felt really good because
we scored on fumble recovery.”
Thanks to this play, the Lords
were able to stay competitive until
the very end, when the Terriers had
the ball around midfield on fourth
down up by 6. Instead of punting
the ball, the Terriers decided to go
for the first down with 44 seconds
on the clock, completing an eight
yard pass that iced the game. Had
the Terriers not completed this play
the Lords would have had about 40
seconds to march 56 yards to try
and win the game.
The offense was led by quarterback Thomas Merkle ’20, who
passed for a season-high 410 yards,
and a career-high six touchdowns
(five passing), all while keeping the
ball out of the opponents’ hands by
only throwing one interception in
57 pass attempts.
All of these statistics finish within the top five performances in Kenyon history, with Merkle finishing
third in passing yards in a single
game, tied for first in passing touchdowns in a single game, and tied
for third in Kenyon history with
57 pass attempts. If he continues at
this pace, Merkle will surpass his
record for most pass completions in
a Lords’ season and break the Kenyon record for highest completion

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Running back Seamus McCurren ’21 takes the ball out of the backfield. McCurren rushed for 114 yards
and had 171 receiving yards to finish with the most all-purpose yards in an NCAC game this season.

percentage in a season.
Behind every great quarterback
performance is usually a strong offensive line. Starting offensive linemen Parker Subia ’18, Josh Walmer
’18, Michael Itschner ’18, A.J. Brennan ’19 and Chase Kirol ’20 deserve
credit for holding back the Hiram
defensive line and allowing them to
be non-factors in the game. Merkle
was only sacked once and he was
rarely rushed, as the offensive line
helped starting running back Seamus McCurren ’21 to rush for 114
of the Lords’ 139 rushing yards.

Lords get back-to-back wins
PETER DOLA
SPORTS EDITOR

HIRAM
KENYON
OHIO WESLEYAN
KENYON

0
1
1
3

Kenyon men’s soccer tallied two
more wins this week against Hiram
College (4-9-0, 2-3-0) and Ohio Wesleyan University (8-6-1, 4-1-1), keeping them on pace for a first-place
finish in the North Coast Athletic
Conference (NCAC).
The Lords managed to squeeze past
Hiram with a late goal by Gabe Ivins
’21. In the first half, Kenyon managed
seven shots to Hiram’s three. Despite
the attempts, the Lords could not convert, as the Hiram goalkeeper collected three saves in the first half.
The second half saw the Lords continue to pressure Hiram’s defense as
they mustered another eight shots and
finally broke through in the 75th minute of the match. A def lection placed
the ball next to Ivins on top of Hiram’s
18-yard box. Ivins capitalized on his
good positioning with a shot that f lew
by the Terriers’ goalkeeper and into
the right side of the net.
With just three minutes left in the
match, the Lords nearly let up another
late goal when Hiram launched a shot
that sailed just over the crossbar. The
Lords held on for the 1-0 win over
their NCAC opponents.
Against Ohio Wesleyan University
(OWU), the Lords came out swinging

in the first 25 minutes of the game.
Just two minutes into the match,
Kenyon nearly found the back of the
net, but a header by Henry Myers ’18
was stopped cold on the goal line by
the opposing keeper.
The Lords broke through in the
16th minute when Alberto Carmona
’19 fired a shot into the back left corner of the goal.
Barely 10 seconds had passed after
the first goal when Kenyon forward
Brice Koval ’19 received a pass from
Myers for a one-on-one opportunity
with the OWU keeper, whom Koval
beat to double the Lords’ lead.
A defensive mistake gave the Battling Bishops their first goal of the
game, as a mishit ball by the Kenyon
defense fell to OWU’s Will Sharer,
who tucked the ball into the Lords’ net
from about 20 yards out.
In the second half, the Lords’ defense only allowed one more shot on
goal while Kenyon managed to score
again when Billy O’Neill ’18 crossed
to Myers, who headed home his 12th
goal of the season.
On the game, the Lords dominated
offensively, a now common sight for
the team, outshooting their opponents
19 to six.
Kenyon now carries an 11-2-2 (60-0) record into their last three season games against Depauw University,
Oberlin College and Allegheny College. If the Lords can continue their
winning streak, the NCAC season title will be theirs for the third straight
year.

“Obviously Merkle dropping
back 57 times and only getting
sacked once is a huge testament to
the line, especially because I was not
in backfield for maybe 20 of those
passes,” McCurren said.
McCurren not only led the offense in rushing but also in receiving this weekend, tacking on another 171 yards for a total of 285
all-purpose yards. This was the
most for the Lords since running
back Rafael Sanchez’s ’08 292-yard
performance against Wooster in
2004. It is also the most all-purpose

yards put up by an NCAC player
since 2015. “I had no idea about that
statistic, I just felt really good,” McCurren said.
The Lords’ next game will be
on the road at Allegheny College,
where their offense can enter in hot
against a team they defeated 31-7
last season.
“We’re gonna try to go 1-0 every
week, go 1-0 on every drive,” starting linebacker Sam Dickey ’20 said.
“If we focus on the small aspects of
our game … it can hopefully lead to
our first win.”

Ladies’ defense holds strong
PETER DOLA
SPORTS EDITOR

WOOSTER
KENYON
OBERLIN
KENYON
HIRAM
KENYON

0
2
0
1
0
3

Kenyon women’s soccer improved to 6-6-2
this past week with wins against three North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC), the College
of Wooster, Oberlin College and Hiram College.
Playing against Wooster, the Ladies finally
snapped their three-game scoring skid with a
couple of goals, while their defense continued
their incredible performance.
The first half was slow for the Ladies, as neither team could break through the other’s defense. The Scots had tested Kenyon’s defense
with eight shots, but Jillian Countey ’20 kept up
her high-level play this season with four saves to
keep the Ladies in the match.
In the second half, the Ladies’ offense picked
up the pace, offering up 16 shots compared to
just three for Wooster. As the offense pushed
forward, Kenyon finally broke through in the
55th minute, when Caroline McNeer ’21 controlled a corner kick and fired the ball off the
crossbar and into the net. This was McNeer’s
first collegiate goal.
Two minutes later, the Ladies struck again
when Campbell Fee ’18 stole the ball in the
Scots’ defensive third and took a long distance
shot from 25 yards away. The shot threaded the
needle between the goalkeeper’s outstretched
hand and the crossbar and found the back of the
net. This added an insurance goal for Kenyon,
who ended the game up 2-0.

The Ladies followed up Wooster with another shutout win against Hiram College, a team
that has struggled in the season, going 3-10-1
thus far. For the second straight game, the Ladies’ offense took over in the second half, taking
10 shots compared to just three for Hiram. The
Ladies broke through a stout Hiram defense in
the 65th minute, when Fallon Raviol ’20 took
advantage of a miscommunication between
Hiram’s defender and goalkeeper. As both Hiram’s defender and goalkeeper watched the ball
bounce past them, neither taking control of it,
Raviol took the loose ball and rolled it past the
goal line. After this goal, the Ladies’ defense remained strong and kept the shutout, aided by
three saves from Countey.
Against Ohio Wesleyan University, the Ladies offense broke through in the second half
and dismantled the OWU defense. The scoring
was kicked off by Fee, who headed the ball off
a McNeer cross, tallying her fourth goal of the
season. Three minutes later, Gillian Blackwell
’18 scored off a shot from outside the 18 yard
box, which she floated over the keeper’s head.
Maia Emden ’19 tallied the third Ladies goal in
the 3-0 rout of the Battling Bishops.
“We haven’t let a single team score on us in
conference play and if we continue to find the
back of the net, I don’t think there’s a team that
can beat us,” Blackwell said.
With the shutout against OWU, the Ladies
defense touts 270 straight minutes without concededing a goal. Countey anchors this defense
with eight shutouts, allowing four goals in the
11 games that she played, good for a .35 goals
against average, and a .918 save percentage.
The Ladies will close out their season with
three wins against upcoming NCAC opponents
Depauw University, Oberlin College and Allegheny College.
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Lords, Ladies ready to make a splash in 2017
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Hannah Orbach-Mandel ’19 dives into the pool to start her swim in a relay. The Ladies won eight of eleven events en route to a first-place finish at the annual Kenyon Relays.
PETER DOLA
SPORTS EDITOR

Women’s swimming and
diving
Kenyon women’s swimming and
diving team began the season with a
solid performance. Kenyon notched
eight wins out of 11 events, totaled
124 points and beat six meet records.
The Ladies started fast with a
meet record finish of 1:44.76 in the
200-yard medley relay, swam by
Makena Markert ’21, Crile Hart ’21,
Hannah Orbach-Mandel ’19 and
Kate Alexy ’21.
Soon after, the quartet of Alexy,
Hart, Summer Otazu ’20 and Caitlin Foley ’19 broke the 200-yard
backstroke relay meet record with a
time of 1:44.07.
The Ladies broke four more meet

records, finishing up with the 200
yard mixed medley. Ladies Markert
and Hart teamed up with Lords Ben
Baturka ’20 and David Fitch ’21 as
they touched the wall at them :38.74
minute mark.
“It’s always fun to break records
and it’s great to know that we were
faster than years past,” Foley said,
“But we really aren’t focused on the
records. This meet was really to get
up and focused on the fundamentals
of swimming and to have fun.”
Most impressively for the Ladies
was the depth they showed. Thirteen swimmers, six of whom were
first-year swimmers, were part of a
relay win.
“[The first years] will have a large
contribution,” Foley continued. “A
lot of them already contributed to

the fast relay, and they bring a lot of
spirit and energy to the team.”
The Lords and Ladies will both
travel to The Ohio State University
on Oct. 27.
Men’s swimming and
diving
The Kenyon Lords swimming
and diving team kicked off its season this past weekend with five event
wins and a first-place finish during
the Kenyon College Relays meet.
As a team, the Lords beat Denison University by 16 points, while
Ohio Northern University came in
a distant third, 50 points behind the
Lords.
The Lords claimed first place in
the 200-yard medley relay, 200-yard
backstroke relay, 400-yard individu-

al medley relay and the 200 freestyle
relay.
The 200-yard medley win kicked
off the day for the Lords when the
team of Ben Baturka ’20, Michael
Bartholomew ’20, Marcus Hong ’21
and David Fitch ’21 earned a time of
1:32.66.
Baturka, Hong, Fitch and Matthew Cooper ’18 then teamed up for
another first-place finish in the backstroke relay with a time of 1:31.11.
The Lords also went on to claim
the butterfly medley win, with a
1:30.57 finish for the team of John
Zimdars ’19, Cooper, Fitch and
Hong.
Kenyon also finished second in
seven races. This included the team
of Kieran Allsop ’20, Alexander Law
’20, AJ Reid ’20 and Bartholomew

Field hockey shoots past Earlham, DePauw
to stay in first place in the NCAC standings
ADAM SCHWAGER
SPORTS ASSISTANT

EARLHAM
KENYON
DEPAUW
KENYON

0
3
0
1

The Kenyon Ladies field hockey team
finished last week with two more strong
performances, defeating Earlham College
3-0 and DePauw University 1-0, moving
to 12-2 on the season and 9-1 in the North
Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC).
DePauw was a huge victory for the Ladies as they swept the defending NCAC
regular season champions for the first
time since 2014. “We’ve been working really hard this season, especially to
compete against the teams we know are
looking to going after us like DePauw or
Denison,” goaltender Sarah Speroff ’18
said.
Speroff kept her third clean sheet in a
row as she increased her lead on the alltime Ladies’ shutout list at 31 and counting. She is just five shutouts short of the
NCAC record with four regular season
games, and the possibility of two tournaments afterward.
These wins keep the Ladies atop the

KIM DAVIDSON

Senior Weezie Foster plays through the defense of a DePauw midfielder. The Ladies
swept the season series against the Tigers with the 1-0 win and notch their 12th win.

NCAC for at least another week, as they
prepare to face Ohio Wesleyan University
(5-10, 1-9 NCAC) and Wittenberg University (11-3, 8-2 NCAC). The matchup
against Wittenberg could be extremely important, as the Ladies are ahead of
both the Tigers and the Denison Big Red
by only one game.
“We definitely want to get the top spot

in the tournament to keep our home field
advantage throughout the tournament,”
Speroff said. “A lot of our competitors
last year didn’t think we deserved [our]
championship win, so coming first in the
season with those last two wins [Oct. 22
vs. Wittenberg and Oct. 28th at Denison]
will prove to them that we did deserve
that championship win last year.”

who finished the 200-yard butterfly
in 1:48.74. The Lords team of Fitch,
Reilly Shields ’20, Connor Rumpit
’20 and Weston Carpenter ’19 also
finished second in the 500-yard
crescendo relay with a solid 4:07.33
time.
In diving, Ryder Sammons ’19
ended the weekend with two second-place finishes, scoring 393.20
on the one-meter board and 340.10
on the three-meter board.
Donald Moffa ’18 said “Winning is always a good way to start off
any season. That being said, we still
have a lot of training to put in before championship season, we have
a large class of first years and they’ve
brought a lot of talent to the team
and will play a big role when it comes
time to take back our NCAA title.”

THIS WEEK
IN KENYON
SPORTS HISTORY:
On Oct. 16, 1997,
Kenyon women’s field hockey managed a
huge upset over
top-ranked Wittenberg University in a highintensity match
that the Ladies
edged 2-1 in
double overtime. The final
goal came in the
waning seconds
of the match.

